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What is Executive Functioning?

Mental Flexibility

Response Inhibition

Emotional Control

Planning & Prioritizing

Organization

Metacognition

Self-Monitoring

Working Memory
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Do Brain Training Games Work?

Poor standards across studies

Participants are healthy adults

Missing neutral, unbiased research

What the research really says...

Companies say they have research to support their brain training 
apps and programs... but have you looked at the research?

Brain training games only improve performance on trained 
tasks and do not generalize to daily life tasks

Simons et al. (2016)
Stojanoski et al. (2018)

Stojanoski et al. (2020)



So What Does Work?

Greater patient motivation and buy-in for therapy

Direct application to everyday life is more meaningful

Improve recovery time and generalization to outside activities

Dilollo & Favreau (2010)
Tippett (2012)

Functional treatment that is individualized!
That means no brain training apps, no puzzles, no games, and no
workbooks!



Best Practice in Executive
Functioning

Cicerone et al (2019)
Tate et al. (2014)

 1 Formal problem-solving strategies applied to everyday life

 2 Metacognitive Strategy Training



 

Formal Problem Solving Strategies

Strategies are applied to each new problem they face

Used to teach patients how to gain control over their cognitive processing

Initially, problems are written down on paper and broken down into a 
framework...

1 Determine the problem

 2 Set goals

 3 Plan a solution

 4 Execute the solution

 5 Monitor and make changes as needed



Metacognitive Strategy Training
Training metacognition (thinking about thinking) through education in 
order to improve neurocognitive awareness

Explore deficit together so the patient may come to realization organically

Treatment follows a framework that can generally be summed up as...

 1 Select tasks in daily life where awareness deficits are present

 2 Provide opportunities to help the patient evaluate their
performance, discover errors, and compensate for deficits

 3 Train for generalization in non-targeted tasks

 4 Family education and environmental supports for external
assistance



Goal Plan Do Review
Set a goal - Make a plan - Do the task - Review performance

Sohlberg & Turkstra (2011)

Concrete and straightforward

Completed on paper

Teaching the process helps the patient to apply it to other scenarios

Can be applied to any functional situation



GPDR Step-by-Step
Determine what to accomplish

Why is the problem important?

 G

What is the main aspect of the problem?

Make a detailed plan
What are the steps needed to achieve the goal?

 P

What materials are needed?

Predict how well they will execute the plan

What strategies should be used? Any modifications?

When and where should this take place?

Sohlberg & Turkstra (2011)



GPDR Step-by-Step

Complete the task using the plan
Include active awareness and analysis of task by having the 
patient determine what problems they encountered and solutions 
they came up with

 D

Review how it went and what might be change for next time
Discuss what worked and what didn't work

 R

Make modifications for the future

Compare anticipated rating to actual rating

Sohlberg & Turkstra (2011)



Predict-Perform Procedure
Focuses on predicting performance before completing a task

Goverover et al. (2007)

Predict how they will do in a task and pre-plan for any problems

Keeping a written record is helpful for self-awareness and progress

Helps to identify behavioral and emotional factors that can affect cognition



Predict-Perform Procedure Steps

Goverover et al. (2007)

Introduce a real-life task

Determine goals of the task

 1
Have the patient... 2

Predict their performance
Anticipate and pre-plan for any obstacles they may encounter

Choose a strategy to circumvent difficulties

Perform the task  3
Patient and clinician analyze performance on task &
discuss

 4



The Spoon Theory
Focuses on managing and preventing cognitive fatigue or "brain fog"

Developed by Christine Miserandino
Hicks et al. (2011)

Provides visual way to look at the amount of energy your brain can 
expend in a day before showing symptoms

Can be educational to help family and friends understand the impact of
a brain injury on cognitive abilities and endurance throughout a typical 
day



Developed by Christine Miserandino
Hicks et al. (2011)

 

The Spoon Theory Concepts
What is a spoon?

How many spoons do I have?

A spoon represents a unit of cognitive energy

Each person has 12 spoons to use throughout their day

Different tasks may use a different amount of spoons - it depends on 
how cognitively taxing the task is



All tasks they did (even everyday tasks like getting ready in the morning)

 

 

 

 

Developed by Christine Miserandino
Hicks et al. (2011)

The Spoon Theory Steps
Educate on concepts of the Spoon Theory and discuss 
the patient's unique symptoms of cognitive fatigue

1

Have the patient recall their previous day and identify...2

When symptoms of cognitive fatigue started during the day (all tasks 
before that point = 12 spoons)

Determine which tasks took how many spoons3
Apply this concept across days and tasks, monitor, and 
manage schedule/tasks to prevent using all 12 spoons

4



Treatment Plan: Anna
58 year old woman with a history of 3 concussions, most recent was 6 
months ago with residual executive functioning deficits 

Currently on disability with a goal to return to work as a receptionist

Experiencing cognitive fatigue which is impacting her ability to 
regulate her emotions and behaviors

Difficulty making decisions, specifically she is afraid to drive because 
she's getting lost and doesn't know what to do once she does

Chief Complaints:



Spoon Theory for Cognitive Fatigue
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Anticipate & pre-plan for 
obstacles

Strategies to circumvent 
obstacles

Traffic causing anxiety Travel during slow hours

Miss a turn or direction Pull over, review route, continue

Running late to appointment Leave early, account for extra 
time

Forgetfulness Review directions, set alarm

Making Descions Driving
Predict-Perform Procedure
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Thank you!

Come say 'hi!' and continue learning
@neurospeechsolutions

kbrown@neurospeechsolutions.com

Any questions?


